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I. A remarkable breakthrough has been achieved in the last 
two vears in the numerical evaluation of nonperturbative pro
r·"rties of gluodynamics by putting this theory on a lattice 1 1~ 
Numerical values have been obtained for the string tension 121 , 

tL.; gl uon condensate 131, the lightest glueball 141 and some other 
m.·son masses /S/, the topological susceptibility /8/, etc., with 
a surprising degree of consistency. Still, one has to admit that 
tie understanding of the structure of the vacuum is poor as 
yLt. The activity of monopoles and vortices 17(defined in terms 
o: tt.e center of the group, appears intrinsically related to 
tt2 weak-to-strong coupling crossover lSI, but bears no direct 
rdevance to the continuum limit. Exploiting the tool of Monte
f~rlo simulation in asking good questions should finally help 
t • develop or improve analytical methods for nonperturbative 
r•'lo'llc'lll'':l! without recourse to the lattice. 

Essentially the only nonperturbative continuum approach prac
ti:~ed today, is the quasiclassical approximation to the func
ti,Jnal integral, in particular the dilute instanton gas approxi
mation (DGA)/91, Unfortunately, no instanton amplitudes are avai
Lil>le with higher loop corrections under control, while the 

~uup ctlupi.i.Luue exp1oaes ba<lly at large sizes. Dealing with 
more general configurations in the partition function meets 
s<·vere difficulties. There are arguments, however, that the cor
r~ct treatment of collective coordinates for not infinitely 
dilute gases gives rise to a hard core, stabilizing the instan
ton size scale/10/, Moreover, in this version the instanton gas 
do<•s not contradict anymore the low energy theorems 1 111, The 
resulting model is able to describe the static quark-antiquark 
force at distances below the confinement scale 1 12/, For finite 
temperature studies it has become customary to take the naive 
instanton gas approximation for granted / 13 ~ It is argued that 
high enough temperature sets the scale for the coupling constant 
and acts as an external cut-off for the instanton sizes, such 
that there is nothing to bother about. In this spirit the high 
t~mperature instanton gas has been used to discuss the confining 
transition and to estimate the corresponding temperature T /14/, 
Frum our.above-mentioned point of view (concerning T=O) it seems 
mcore natural to define a saturation temperature Ts&t, at which 
thP zero temperature characteristics of the instanton gas are 
reached, and to wonder about its relation to be deconfinement 
and/or other phase transitions. --·- -- ·v!jl ,,., 
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For this urpose, we have undertaken a study of.the SU(2) 

lattice gaug~ model at finite tem~eraturek ~~~}if~~~~e~~:;l:ore 
information than gathered by prlvlous wor : . lly with 

· · rks on a finite N 8 xN t latt1ce, usua 
slm~l:~~o~o:~dary conditions in all directions. Temperature. 
per1o I 11 T << N A part lcu-
T "'0 is imposed by taking N t ~ f3 a "' a s. . d. . t 
lar gauge invariant Wilson loop operator, closed by perlo lCl y, 

is the Wilson line 
1 Nt ... -+ (I) 

0(;) = -tr n u 4(x, r) cos~(x) 
N T = 1 

Its expectation value serves as order 
ing transition and is understood as 

L = <0(;)> = exp[-{3FQ({3)] 

parameter of the deconfin-

(2) 

in terms of the change of the system's free energy dhue Ttofthe 
b t · f L ... 0 as T approac es 0 rom 

stad c source. The o serva lOn o . 16! 11 
en evidence for onset of confinement ' usua ~ 

above has b; -(0 35+0 05) v a (0) (a(O) zero temperature string 
quoted at c - • - : . hase L -o i e the inherent glo-

~=~s~on~~~t~~e i~o~!~:~~~aily realiz~d,.while.it is s~ontaneous-
1 bro\en in the high temperature phase. More lnforma~lon than 

y · · L rning the mechan1sms 'ust the average Wilson llne ' conce . . b 
J · to restore the symmetry in the hot phase, 1s s1mply o -
~:r~:~ by recording the distribution of o. values.over.volume 
and MC time. In particular, we intend to 1solate 1n th1s way 

the 1nstanton eriect. 
2. The order parameter O(i) defines a projection 

four-dimensional theory onto three-space. The image 
. . · t t I 161 temperature per1od1c 1ns an on .. p 2 

A & t-& a InA-= _., v 'I'• 

of the full 
of a finite 

(3) 

j.l g j.IV 

· · s 1'mple·. the Wilson line in the field.of. under this mapp1ng lS · 1 d of negative 0 in a pos1t1ve 
the instanton appears as an lS an . 0 (r P T)- cosl(r P T) 

backglr2un~ or vi i:e vt~:s:is~=n~:n~~~ml ~he c~n~er' of the in~t~nton; 
( r = x - x ·nat 1 s · for 

• I • e) The naive instanton gas expression 
p the 1nstanton s1z · 
th~ average Wilson line is 

L .. eJP[2 f~D{p, T)ds x !nat (cosl-1)]' 

and the Wilsonptine phase distribution is .. 
W(~) = 1 + 2 :l cos(JD41) x 

m=l 

~ ~: ' .. 

, __ 

(4) 

(5) 
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A characteristic feature of the instanton picture is the very 
rapid onset of effects with falling temperature until satura
tion takes over. The dampling of larger instantons due to the 
T IO amplitude '13/ 

2N 2 
D(p, T) = D(p, 0) exp\- -(rrpT) + ... ) 

3 (6) 

is gradually lifted, and the critical space-time fraction f~3%, 
known from the comparison with the lattice QQ force, is rea
ched around T/A P'l" I. Since roughly L"' l-4f, the contribution of 
instantons to the discordering of the Wilson line cannot be 
important. We are more interested to identify the saturation 
temperature Tsat with respect to the deconfinement temperature. 

3. Our Monte-Carlo data were taken running the SU~)heat bath 
iteration program of Ardill and Moriarty '1 71 at the EC 1060 com
puter of JINR. The lattice sizes were 83x2, 8 3x3 and 8 3x4. (We 
have checked that no essential effects of the final volume 
were present). Typically, sweeps through the lattice have been 
iterated 100 + 200 times for each value of coupling B=4/g8. Be
~ause we were interested in a relatively fine-binned Wilson 
line distribution we could not work with a finite subgroup prog
ram. In fig. I we show the order parameter as function of tem
perature, where the two-loop relationship 
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has been used through
out, although not fully 
justified for Nt =2 near 
the transition. It is 
not very safe to deter
mine T c from the vani
shing of L. In the tran
sition region our 83 x3 
data are averages over 
I L I excluding tunnelings. 

For comparison, the in
stanton prediction is 
shown. The temperature 

Fig. I. Average Wilson 
line as function of tem
perature, and the in
stanton gas prediction 
(eq. 14)). 
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Fig. 2. C2 =<cos2<1>> as func
tion of temperature. Data 
point symbols as Fig. I. 
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Fig. 3. C2 versus L for all tem
peratures and lattice sizes. 
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Data point symbols as ~· -.1 
Full circles • refer to the ef- • 
fective model of Ref. '1191; stars 
*.to an improved model with ~n
ditional off-axis next neighbour 
coupling. 
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Fig.4. Distribution of eigenvalues, W(<l>), at three tempe
ratures for the SU(2) model studied on a 83 x3 lattice. 
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characterizing the sudden onset of instanton bubbles is fixed 
here taking the standard value Apy/ A L =21. 55 1181 into account. 
From this figure it should also be clear that the order para-
meter L or its logarithm {3FQ({3) shows no well-defined 
continuum limit at g~ven temperature. Plotting {3FQ({3) versus 
{3, however, one can see a minimal slope between T =80 A L and 
200 A L ,corresponding to an internal energy of U Q=(25..!_5)AL'in 
coincidence for Nt=2 7 4. 

A clearer signal for the onest of the new, confining phase 
can be obtained by measuring the Fourier coefficient of the 
phase distribution c2-<cos(2<I>)> depending on the 
temperature. At T0 the value C2 =-0.5 is reached, which does 
not change anymore at lower temperature. Disregarding again 
theNt=2 points, we find Tc=(34..!_2.5)AL(see Fig.2). Remarkably 
enough, data for all our Nt happen to fall onto a universal 
curve shown in ~· This outstanding feature served to dis
criminate the behaviour of the order parameter and its fluctua
tions from that of the effective theory obtained in Ref.' 191 

within the strong coupling approximation. 
We show in Fig.4 the distribution of phase for some tempera

ture values, measured on the 88 x3 lattice. The peak moves slow
ly over a huge temperature interval until finally a stable, 
fully symmetric distribution of constant width is reached. This 
distribution does not directly allow to infer the effective 
potential in 1231 terms of the order parameter, since the symmetry 
is explicitly broken by the.Monte-Carlo prucedure startinQ 
from ordered configurations and because it is influenced by the 
"kinetic" part of the effective action. This unknown coupling 
proved essential in Fig.3. 

In contrast to the average Wilson line, the population of 
the deepest bins of the phase distribution shows a dramatic 
temperature effect in the same range of T .. 50 AL. In Fig. 5 we 
show the content of the five bins in the region 120°<<1>< 180°, 
as measured on the 8 3x3 and 8 3x4 lattices, in dependence on the 
temperature. If we assume that the distribution for phases in 
this region reflects that part of three-space influenced by 
the innermost core of the instantons (with I(r, P, T) > 217/3), 
we are able to understand the sudden rise. This amounts, of 
course, to an "experimental" determination of the ratio of the 
respective A parameters figuring up in our (one-loop Pauli
Villars) instanton density and in our Monte-Carlo measurement 
of the deconfinement temperature. Notice, however, the weakly 
temperature dependent background already present in the 4th 
and 5th bins. The instanton thresholds are drawn into theseplots 
in correspondence with an effective ratio A pv/ AL =42+3. This 
value differs from the value quoted above, which has been de
termined perturbatively at one-loop level, by a factor of two. 
This should not be considered too embarrasing since the instan-
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ton ampli'tude does not account for higher loop effects, and in 
view of the fact that the extraction of nonperturbative effects 
out of Monte-Carlo data often meets some problems in recovering 
"theoretical" values /20/, 

The extraction of the string tension, its temperature depen
dence, and of the interquark force above T0 .which follows the 
line of arguments as explained on case of the internal energy 
associated with a single static quark, is in progress and will 
be discussed elsewhere. 

4. We will now discuss some implications in connection with ~ 
the instanton gas model and with the physical interpretation 
it offers for the threshold temperature detected in the Wilson 
line distribution. The DGA does not allow to estimate or even 
describe the onset of confinement. This is in accord with the 
study of the static QQ force at T=O 112< measured on the lat-
tice, which can be described by the instanton gas at interme-
diate distances (up to 0.3 fermi)while the gas gives an almost 
realistic value for the gluon condensate. If we fix for the 
high temperature instanton gas Tsat and Apysuch that the SU(2) 
gas has just the maximum pa~king fraction f=2.5% 1121 an~ accounts 
for the gluon condensate <::.a a a a a > =(2/3) · 0.012 GeV , we 

17 IJ.V • JLV 
get a Paulo-Villarsi\pt;=I90 MeV wh1le T8 at=I.2Apv =228 MeV. 
These values are correct within some 20% because of the uncerta
inty in the SU(2) condensate itself and the degree of satura
tion by instantons. The st~dy.of the Wilson line ~~:t~ibu~~~~ 
~.:::.s r~~"~?i::!:::::! t:::: :!':.::=.::::.~:.:-::.:::.: :::::::;::.:-.:::~~.::;, '"'!' c; ...... u.~ •sat n.&."-LJ. 

a well defined ratio T t /T =1.47+0.23. Accept1ng the above 
Jl& c - T numbers in physical un1ts, we getAL=(4.6.!_1.2) MeV and c 

=(155+55) MeV. Apart from these somewhat academic values, the 
ratio-of the two transition temperatures agrees well with that 
found by Kogut et al.' 211 in a Monte-Carlo study of the quark 
condensate. This can be understood as a confirmation of 
Shuryak's scenario122/ of two hadronic phase transitions, and 
the role instantons play in breaking chiral symmetry. It is 
interesting to notice, that a signal indicating the chiral 
transition could be found studying pure gluodynamics. What 
kind of change in the vacuum structure is responsible for the 
onset of confinement, but does not change essentially its lo
cal properties like the gluon condensate? The answer remains 
unknown, so far. 
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HnbreH~pHn 3.-M., KpHrr~raHn H. PacrrpegeneHHH E2-82-481 
rro BHnbCOHOBCKOH CTpyHe B "ropHtieil" SU(2) rmoogHHaMHKe: 
pesynbTaTbl ITO MeTogy MOHTe-Kapno H HHCTaHTOHHbie oneHKH 

06cyJK,D;aiOTCH pesynbTaTbi, rronytieHHbie rro MeTogy MoHTe-Kapno, 
Kacaw~ecH rrapaMeTpa rropHgKa geKoH~ailHMeHTa H ero $niOKTyanHH, 
B paMKaX rrpH6nH*eHHH paspe*eHHOrO HHCTaHTOHHOrO rasa. HailgeH 
rroporOBbiH 31Pci>eKT B pacrrpegeneHHH BHnbCOHOBCKOH CTpyHbi, 06'bHc
HHeMbiH aKTHBHOCTbiO HHCTaHTOHOB. Ha OCHOBe 3TOrO ~HKCHpOBaHO 
OTHOWeHHe Me~y TeMrrepaTypaMH HaCb~eHHH HHCTaHTOHHOrO rasa 
H BOCCTaHOBneHHH Z 2 CHMMeTpHH. IlpHBegeHbi TaK*e H gpyrHe pe
synbTaTbl tiHcneHHoro ctieTa. 

Pa6oTa BbirronHeHa B fla6opaTopHH TeopeTH'leCKOH ~HSHKH OfiHH. 

Ilgenfritz E.-M., Kripfganz J. Wilson Line E2-82-481 
Distributions in Hot SU(2) Gluodynamics: Monte-Carlo Results 
and Instanton Gas Estimates 

We discuss Monte-Carlo results concerning the order para
meter related to confinement and its distribution from the 
point of view of the dilute instanton gas approximation. We 
identify a threshold effect in the Wilson line distribution 
with the onset of instantons and establish the relation bet
ween the temperature of instanton saturation and the confine
ment temperature. Some other details of our Monte-Carlo result~ 
are reported as well. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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